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T

wo decades ago, Irving Louis Horowitz raised ethical issues and
methodological concerns about social scientists' involvement in
Unification Church conferences.1 Many of his objections
centered on issues of propriety concerning academic relationships with
research subjects and the organizations that they studied. Horowitz was
concerned, for example, about the quality of information that
conference attendees received.2 Moreover, he speculated about what
forms of reciprocity and advocacy might result from scholars who
benefited from Reverend Moon's expensesrpaid largesse.3 The debate
between Horowitz and his critics on the topics of objectivity and ethical
relationships between social scientists and the groups they study
continued into the early 1980s, but then died down.4
Much has happened in the study of alternative religions and related
groups since Horowitz publicly aired his concerns,5 and a renewal and
update ofthat debate is long overdue. Indeed, many of Horowitz's fears
about academic objectivity being compromised have proven justified,
with the passage of time amplifying the magnitude of the problems and
the numbers of parties involved. Numerous groups beyond the
Unification Church have learned the value of successfully courting
academics6 and, as a result, the social scientific study of new or alternative
religions has suffered.
This article discusses recent developments in the social scientific study
of religion in which academics became involved in religious
organizations' efforts to gain social legitimacy. Knowingly or not,
academics have involved themselves in undertakings that enhance the
reputations of controversial religious ideologies at the expense of
accepted social scientific procedures involving objective analysis and
dissemination of research. Indeed, as Marybeth Ayella warned a halfdecade ago, a[c]o-optation of the researcher can be a major problem
for the unwary researcher, because he or she can become, without intent,
a 'counter' in the ongoing stigma contest between cult and anticult."7
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BIASED ACADEMIC STUDIES
Two recent studies of controversial religions underscore problems
of research and publication on groups that see academics as a means to
acquire badly needed positive press.8 In one case, the group had received
years of negative publicity involving allegations that its children suffered
sexual abuse under the auspices of doctrines that the leader himself
developed and propagated. 9 As the organization was battling a court
case in the United Kingdom that threatened to expose its earlier child
rearing practices to public scrutiny,10 group leaders contacted a scholar
seeking "advice on how to combat the negative publicity and other
attacks"11 it was receiving around the world.12 The resultant publication
that the scholar co-edited (and published through his own publication
business) includes chapters based on some researchers' visits to various
group homes in which they observed activities, interviewed members,
and examined literature. The organization was so pleased with the
findings that it uses the study as part of a public relations package that it
sends to the media. 13
Significant methodological problems, however, existed with aspects
of the data collection and write-up, which made many of the findings
about the group highly suspect.14 First and foremost is the fact that this
organization specifically designed what it internally called "media
homes," 15 which are the very sites that some of the researchers visited.16
Hand-picked individuals living in these well-funded facilities went
through rehearsals about how to portray themselves and the group to
media, scholars, and others who might scrutinize them. Subsequently,
former members have reported how these media homes operated, even
describing the drills and rehearsals in which they participated. 17
One former member, for example, who had lived at a media home
described the place as "basically a nice, squeaky clean, polished-up home
[which was] about as polished as you can get."18 Another former member
provided insights about the "mega-preparation" that took place prior to
visits from outsiders—such as moving out extra children, removing beds
from overcrowded bedrooms, and placing single mothers elsewhere.19
The media homes apparently had "only the best PR people there and
the show troupes that needed to be there to sing, and the people who
were, you know, prepared to talk and, you know, knew how to talk and
wouldn't, you know, slip up or whatever."20 The organization produced
booklets about anticipated questions, and spokespersons learned how
to respond to queries with appropriate answers.21
Spokespersons' rehearsals of "questions and answers—what to say
about this, and what to say about that" prevented their revealing sensitive
information about the group. 22 Moreover, we know that the organization
undertook efforts to destroy controversial publications when it realized
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that some of its literature provided critics with ammunition about
questionable practices in the group.23 In essence, much of the
information that some of the researchers wrote about was precisely what
the organization wanted them to use.
A review of this study raised the important methodological issue of
"impression management" by this group and others whose members
know that they are being examined and studied.24 Citing Erving
Goffman's concept of impression management,25 the reviewer reminded
readers about how groups work together as teams to prevent exposure
of damaging information to outsiders-including, presumably,
researchers.26 Very similar problems, however, occurred in a second
study that this scholar and his co-editor undertook, this time after
organizing a team of researchersfromvarious academic disciplines.
In mid-summer of 1993 many of the contributors to thisfirstvolume
participated in a study of another group's facility in the American
northwest. This organization was also suffering from negative media
coverage and poor public relations and wanted to improve its image in
the press, which may explain why it accepted an independent scholar's
offer to organize a team to study it.27 Of particular concern were
allegations that this organization had amassed a weapons arsenal as part
of its preparation for Armageddon, which its leader predicted might
happen.28 Although the organization denied these weapons allegations,
the husband of the leader was arrested in 1987 for attempting to make
an illegal arms purchase.29 Issues concerning arms and controversial
religions were on the public's mind since the disaster at Waco, and many
people predicted that any governmental intervention against the group
likely would result in another shoot-out. At the sametime,the Internal
Revenue Service had removed the group's tax exempt status, which
threatened to cost the organization millions of dollars.30
"Most [researchers] were unable to stay for more than a few days" on
the group's property while the organization held an annual festival and
conference between 25 June and 4 July 1993.31 As was the case in the
previous study that we mentioned, the principal scholar overseeing the
project co-published a collection of essays in book form with the press
that he operated. The group under study was so pleased with the results
that it interviewed some of the participating researchers in an
organizational newspaper32 and, as happened with the other study, used
the book as part of its public relations package.
We know a great deal about the internal dynamics of this second
study because two members of the research team spent their time
conducting "a study of the study." The two social scientists were critical
of the study's research questions, research design, and methodology—
concluding that these weaknesses prevented researchers from getting
at what was going on behind the scenes.33 Not surprisingly, therefore,
the study failed to elucidate the issues that made the group
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controversial—excessive commercialism, use of organizational funds to
pay offa civil penalty against the leader, and arms violations.34 Ironically,
nine days after the researchers concluded their visit, a lawyer for the
organization stated "in a letter to [the] Justice Department, 'the church
wants to accept responsibility for weapons
' "35
Although some of the essays on both groups seem academically
sound, overall assessment of the two collections is that they failed to
examine crucial aspects of their target organizations. 36 These studies
bring to mind the concerns raised by Horowitz that the Unification
Church might use positive findings from questionable research that it
sponsored in order to attempt to legitimize itself.37 As a consequence,
the study of religion suffers in numerous ways.
Academics who do not know about the controversies surrounding
these studies may try to fit their results into larger, theoretical statements,
essentially building their models and theories on what amounts to a
foundation of sand. Current members who themselves have questions
about aspects of group operations or ideology may judge themselves
inaccurate or at fault in the face of these previously published "expert"
opinions. Similarly, disaffected former members may be driven further
into silence or confusion by the statements of researchers that
categorically dismiss or disregard the experiences that former members
had while living in the groups. Courts, the media, and social services
may be misled by the findings, and the groups' leaders may never be
held accountable for questionable or harmful actions. Indeed, academic
respectability is diminished when the media or other investigators
uncover the information that the supposedly expert researchers miss or
ignore. 38 In sum, superficial research can have very real and harmful
effects.

LOBBYING AND "FRONT" GROUPS
Not to be overlooked is that the two edited volumes discussed thus
far were carried out under the auspices of what was purported to be a
research and information organization that operated outside of
educational or academic oversight. Indeed, a member of one of the
studied groups appears to have been involved with the formation of the
research organization. 39 As an independent entity operated by an
independent scholar, normal academic obligations such as ethics reviews,
pressures to publish in peer review publications, and protection of the
identities and confidentiality of sources are unenforceable. Moreover,
independence from educational or academic institutions likely means
that neither the research organization nor its principal researchers have
secure salaries, making researchers more susceptible to financial pressure
from the groups that they examine. Objective scholarship possibly
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becomes the victim of immediate financial and social pressures, and
scholars may drift into operations that resemble paid lobbying. Indeed,
secret documents from one group revealed that it had actively run what
it called a "front group" operation during the 1970s, which was an
organization comprised of impressively credentialed people whose
opinions on alternative religions benefited the controversial sponsoring
group itself.40
ACADEMICS AND LEGAL ISSUES

Among the many important reasons for scholars to conduct ethically
and methodologically rigorous research is that these scholars likely will
get approached to be expert witnesses in court cases involving their target
organizations or members.41 Disgruntled former members often bring
suit against their former spiritual leaders for a variety of reasons, some
of which are quite serious in nature.42 Increasingly, however, the
controversial groups themselves are bringing lawsuits against an array
of perceived enemies.43 Most immediately, researchers can serve as
expert witnesses, thereby having direct opportunities to influence judicial
outcomes, either for or against the groups.44 Because academic testimony
is so valuable, social scientists of religion may become pawns in high
stakes games,45 as appears to have happened in a recent prominent case.46
The 1995 case in question involved an attempt by one group to silence
a critical organization in the countercult movement through a civil court
decision.47 An expert for the plaintiff, who deservedly is one of the
most respected researchers in the sociology of religion, provided
testimony and conclusions about the countercult organization.48 Much
of the case revolved around the actions of a person whom the court
considered to have been a "contact person" for the countercult
organization. Apparently, however, she was listed as representing a
different organization on the local Crisis Clinic hotline that gave her
number to a concerned inquirer seeking information about getting
relatives out of a so-called "cult."49 Although the academic expert had
not interviewed anyone from the countercult organization since 1979
and had not worked on the countercult movement in general for
approximately six years prior to his testimony, he testified to his
conviction that the organization was involved in illegal deprogramming.50
His testimony probably was a factor that led to a negative decision against
the countercult organization, and the organization's subsequent
bankruptcy.
When, however, a major American news investigative program
examined the case over two years later, it discovered that the signatory
to one of the most damaging affidavits against the countercult
organization had renounced his previously sworn statement.51 In
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addition, the program discovered that a private investigator had reported
that he could not find any evidence concerning the countercult
organization's alleged illegal deprogramming activities.52 The case,
therefore, against the countercult organization was weak, even though
an appeals court affirmed the judgment against it.53 The possibility exists
that the controversial organization used the academic to further its own
aspirations, which involved the destruction of its opponent. 54
One of the more surprising legal interventions by scholars involves
the support of a dozen academics for efforts by a controversial
organization to keep its upper level documents secret. 55 Drawing
examples from a wide range of religious and secular organizations and
groups, these academics insist that secrecy has been a crucial aspect of
religions for millennia, so a contemporary organization's attempts to
keep secret some of its most important theological positions should be
respected by the courts and others. This position, however, potentially
damages scholarship by denying access to documents that researchers
need to conduct analyses. Indeed, academics should realize that
organizations frequently use secrets to cover instances of manipulation
and abuse, which are activities that researchers should be keen to uncover
and analyze. It is worth repeating, therefore, the position articulated by
Horowitz almost twenty years ago:
Sociological analysis is highly revelatory in character. Social research opens up
to public scrutiny and criticism the innermost secrets of religious organization.
This is the inevitable ground upon which sociological and religious analysis must
differ.... [Hence] the criteria involved in the pursuit of religion and in that of
science are different56
The fact that some very prominent social scientists are supporting efforts
to deny their colleagues access to important documents reveals the extent
to which parts of the academic community are willing to subvert
legitimate areas of research in order for religious groups to retain the
power of secrecy.57 As a consequence of this position, religious groups
gain an unprecedented level of informational control over the academics
who wish to examine them.

CONCLUSION
Alternative religions have learned the value of endorsements by, and
support from, academics and other researchers. Endorsements and
support may assist organizations in their attempts to construct positive
public images, and academic opinions may assist controversial religions
in meeting organizational goals (including the destruction of enemies).
In the process, however, social science suffers, with public relations and
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advocacy replacing objective research and publication of results. As a
result of diminished objectivity on the part of a few social scientists,
colleagues receive conclusions of questionable accuracy, courts hear and
read opinions that may not be scholastically rigorous, and publications
that are not flattering to religious subjects may get suppressed. Scholars
who compromise objectivity or academic integrity threaten to diminish
the reputation of social science within the academy and among informed
members of the public. Indeed, an understated but scornful comment
(cloaked in Latin) by the respected analyst of journalism, Mark Silk,
indicates that our reputation already has diminished in the eyes of some.
After mentioning that scholars may be dependent upon the groups they
study for financial support and access to both members and documents,
Silk alluded to a book title by John Henry Newman (1801-1890) in
concluding, "reporters can perhaps be forgiven for disregarding the
conventional apologia pro eulta sua [sic. a defense on behalf of one's own
cult] of [new religious movement] scholars."58
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various grammatical issues and translation options.
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